Variability and orthography in learning new words
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Background
• Orthography is omnipresent in language learning and teaching. Studies
report that words of a second language (L2) learnt with orthography are:
• Better remembered and recalled faster in subsequent production tasks ([1]);
mixed evidence in recognition tasks ([2, 3])
• Produced with less native-like pronunciations ([1, 4] but see [5])

Results: Remembering new words
Picture naming and picture mapping

• In both tasks, orthography improved speed and/or accuracy
• No evidence that variability modulated accuracy or response times
Task/DV

• In natural settings, new words often produced by multiple speakers.
Studies report that new words or sounds learnt with multiple speakers:
•
•

Generate better [6] or worse [7] recognition/perception
Are produced with less dispersion, better generalization to new speakers [8]
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=> Written form improves recall
& facilitates retrieval

• Investigate roles of variability and orthography on:
•
•

Recall of novel words in L2 perception and production
Pronunciation

Hypotheses

Results: Pronouncing new words
Formants

Presentation of the orthographic form along with the auditory form will:
1. Have a positive impact on learning: Improve recall in language production and recognition tasks
2. Have a negative impact on pronunciation: Lead to pronunciations that are closer to the acoustic
space of the native language (L1)

Variability in speakers will:
3. Have a positive impact on learning: Improve recall in language production and recognition tasks
4. Have a positive impact on pronunciation : Cancel out the negative effect of orthography on
pronunciations by providing learners with better L2 categories

F1 (normalized): lower in Audio+Ortho condition (b = 0.21, p < 0.01), effect of
variability or interaction not significant (ps > 0.06)
• F2 (normalized) :
•

– <o> lower in Audio+Ortho condition (b = 0.63, p < 0.01), effect of variability or interaction
not significant (ps > 0.06)
– <i> : no significant effect of modality (p > 0.4), effect of variability (b = 0.34, p < 0.05), with
lower values for multiple talkers, no interaction (p > 0.7)

⇒ More French like (/i/- or /ɔ/-like) productions when orthography is available

=> Written form leads to less
native-like L2 pronunciations

Experiment
Participants & Materials
• 40 native speakers of Hexagonal French
• 20 monosyllabic CVC pseudowords with <i> or <o>, which have different
grapheme-to-phoneme correspondences (GPCs) in English and in French.

English: <i> ~ /ɪ/ (disk [dɪsk]), <o> ~ /ɑ/ (bog [bɑɡ]);
French: <i> ~ /i/ (disque [disk]), <o> ~ /ɔ/ in closed syllables (bogue [bɔɡ] 'husk').

• Pseudowords recorded by native speaker of Canadian English and paired
with pictures of novel objects, plants, and animals

Day 1: Learning phase

Procedure

Each pseudoword presented 20 times with picture. Two factors:
A. Modality (within participants)
(1) Spoken and written form (Audio-Ortho)

(2) Spoken form only (Audio)

Euclidean distance to French target
• Euclidean distance to French
target of same participant
smaller in Audio + Ortho
condition (b = 0.25, p < 0.0001)
• No significant effect of variability
or interaction (ps > 0.3)

⇒ Written form leads to more
native-like L1 pronunciations

Compactness/dispersion
• Vowels more compact in
Audio + Ortho condition
(b = 0.46, p < 0.001)

[lɪsk]

[lɪsk]

lisk

• No significant effect of
variability or interaction
(ps > 0.2)

B. Variability (between participants): Single talker vs. multiple talkers

Day 2: Test phase: Picture naming and Picture mapping

Discussion & Conclusion

⇒ Written form leads to
more compact
pronunciations

Availability of orthography during learning:
• Impacts subsequent recall and retrieval: advantage for novel words learnt with orthography in production
and recognition tasks (in line with dual coding theory, e.g., Paivo, 1971)
• Impacts subsequent pronunciations for vowels whose GPCs differ between second and first language, with
F1 and F2 values that are more compact and closer to L1 targets
High variability in spoken input (multiple talkers)
• No evidence that number of talkers impacts recall or pronunciation
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